REPORT ON EXHIBITION

THE EVENT CONDUCTED BY BMEA ON 12/08/2022 TO COMMEMORATE THE 75TH INDIAN INDEPENDENCE (AZADI KA AMRIT MAHOTSAV)

As per the proclamation from the Ministry of Education, Govt. of India, AICTE, Anna University, Chennai and the directions from the PSG College of Technology, the Biomedical Engineering Association functioning as the technical association under the Department of Biomedical Engineering organized an exhibition on 12/08/2022 for the benefit of the nearby school students.

The exhibition primarily aimed to make the students aware about the importance of the Independence Day and to remember the freedom fighters who struggled to attain the state of independence from the clutches of the British rule. The exhibition also focused the Government of India’s effort to hoist the national flag during 13th to 15th of August 2022 and series of events marked under the banner of “Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav” as part of the 75th Independence Day.

Several exhibits prepared by the students of Biomedical Engineering were displayed in the exhibition. This includes charts and artworks on the themes: freedom fighters, Independence Day, history, culture, achievements of our nation during post-independence and important personalities who added value to our nations were displayed in the Computational Biomechanics Laboratory (Y Block Ground Floor). In-order to make the exhibition more scientifically informative, selected medical devices/equipment and models of anatomy were displayed for demonstration. A total number of 71 items were displayed in the event.

The office bearers of the Biomedical Engineering Association communicated with the PSG Primary School, Peelamedu and invited them to participate in the exhibition. As per our invitation, students numbering 40 of Class V and three staff members visited to see the exhibition during the day. In-order to make the event more interactive and informative for the school children, volunteers numbering 25 were assigned for demonstration of the exhibits.

It is proud to publicize that the school students and the staff accompanied them provided a highly applausive feedback about the theme, organization and the demonstrations facilitated in the exhibition.

Umesh K,  
Faculty Advisor, BMEA

Encl.: Geo-Tagged Photographs of the Events
Fig 1: HOD (BME0 and Programme Coordinator (BME) demonstrating the significance of the programme.

Fig 2: The group photo of the event
Fig 3: Feedback session of the event

Fig 4: Venue - computational Biomechanics lab

Fig 5: Volunteers demonstrating the models
Fig 6: Demonstration of charts related to Indian independence
Fig 7: Demonstration of Equipment

Figure 8: Demonstration of models

Fig 9: Demonstration of diathermy to the staff (PSG Public School)
Fig 10: Demonstration of defibrillator

Fig 11: Exhibit of freedom fighters
Fig 12: Role of women

ROLE OF WOMEN IN INDIA’S INDEPENDENCE

- RANI LAWMALI BAI
  * Died on 16 March 1818
  * Known for her, courage and bravery against the British rule.

- BEGUM HAZARATH MAHAL
  * Known for her leadership and contributions during the Indian Independence movement.

- MADAM BHIKATI CAMA
  * Known for her role in the Indian National Congress.

- USHA MEHTA
  * Known for her contributions in the Indian Freedom movement.

- ARUNA ASAFL ALI
  * Known for her contributions in the Indian Freedom movement.

- VITTHAL LAXSHMI PARABIT
  * Known for her contributions in the Indian Freedom movement.

Fig 13: Indian Writers

**INDIAN WRITERS & FREEDOM STRUGGLE**

BANREDHRA CHALLCHENJE
- A classic Indian poet
- Known for his contributions during the freedom struggle
- Born in 1888
- Died in 1976

SHAKUNI DASGUPTA
- A Bengali poet
- Known for his contributions during the freedom struggle
- Born in 1880
- Died in 1953

SUBRAMANIA BHARATHI
- Known as Mahatma Bharathi
- A famous Indian poet
- Born in 1884
- Died in 1921

Fig 14: Famous personalities

Subramania Bharati was a famous poet known as Mahatma Bharati. He was a pioneer in modern Tamil poetry. His works included fiery songs, and his poetry during Independence movement.

Malvika Devi, a noted Indian poet, was one of the first authors to write about caste hierarchies and the rights of women.